Background/Aims: Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most common malignant tumor with high migration and invasion capacity. Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) have been identified to influence multiple cancers progression through competitively binding microRNAs (miRNAs). In this study, we proposed to develop a lncRNA-based signature for CRC survival outcomes. Methods: LncRNA expression profiles of CRC patients were extracted from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) data sets GSE38832 (training set) and GSE29621 (testing set) . Associations between lncRNA expression and CRC disease free survival (DFS) were evaluated through univariate Cox regression analysis, and prognosis signature constructed by combination of weighted lncRNA expression values were obtained through multivariate Cox regression analysis. Robustness of the prognosis signature was evaluated through receiver operating characteristics analysis in the testing set. Results: A weighted prognosis signature of six lncRNAs, including LINC01583, LINC00276, LUNAR1, DKFZp434J0226, SFTA1P and OGFOD3, was yielded from multivariate Cox regression analysis. Samples with significantly different DFS dislayed distinct signatures, indicating considerable predictory accuracy of this expression signature. Conclusion: Robustness of the prognosis signature was evaluated in the testing set through Kaplan-Meier and receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis. Furthermore, functional enrichment analysis of lncRNAs suggested significant enrichment of cancer related pathways. Our results revealed the promise of lncRNAs as prognostic biomarkers.
Introduction
Colorectal cancer (CRC) represents the third most common cancer worldwide [1] . Despite the significant advances of custom treatment method, the high migration and invasion capacity have been a bottle-neck for eliminating the mortality, which kept the 5-year survival rate of CRC under 12% [2] [3] [4] . In addition, several other factors were also identified to influence CRC prognosis, such as health-related quality of life [5] , genome stability [6, 7] , aberrant gene expression [8, 9] , etc. However, the mechanism underlying CRC survival remains elusive, which impedes the improvement of CRC prognosis.
Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) are defined as transcripts longer than 200 nt in length and without protein-coding potential [10] . In fact, there are a lot more lncRNAs than mRNAs, and recent extensive employment of high-throughput sequencing technologies continuously revealed a plethora of lncRNAs [11] . LncRNAs tend to express in specific tissues and play an important role in regulating gene expression through sponging miRNAs [11, 12] . Multiple studies have unveiled the role of lncRNA in cancer progression [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . For CRC, aberrant expression of several lncRNAs were proved to be significantly associated with its poor prognosis. For example, Iquchi et al. [18] demonstrated that increased lncRNA-ATB level in CRC was significantly associated with greater tumor size, deeper tumor invasion and lymph node metastasis, which could result in poorer prognosis. Down-regulation of lncRNA BANCR that could target p21 promoted CRC cell proliferation [19] . Up-regulation of lncRNA-CLMAT3 was significantly associated with liver metastasis of CRC and could independently predict CRC prognosis [20] .
Identification of prognosis signature based on variety of genome or transcriptome data could promote our understanding about cancer development and improvement of survival rate. Indeed, lots of prognostic signatures have been developed for prediction of cancer prognosis outcomes. For example, Villanueva et al. identified a prognosis signature composed of 36 methylation sites through Illumina HumanMethylation 450K array using random survival forests, which could steadily predicts poor hepatocellular carcinoma survival [21] . Through lncRNA expression profiling of 887 breast cancer patients, Meng et al. developed a four-long non-coding RNA signature for prediction of breast cancer survival [22] . In this study, we aimed to screen lncRNA-based prognosis signature for predicting CRC survival through analysis of lncRNA expression profiles. Univariate Cox regression analysis followed by multivariate Cox regression analysis method was adopted for the identification of CRC survival related lncRNAs. Six-lncRNA signature consisting LINC01583, LINC00276, LUNAR1, DKFZp434J0226, SFTA1P and OGFOD3 was found associated with prognosis. Validation based on the independent datasets confirmed the robustness of the prognosis signature. Furthermore, mRNA genes that co-express with lncRNAs contained signature were closely associated with pathways in cancer. Together, our study suggest a list of biomarkers that hold potential prognostic value, and provide priliminary bioinformatic evidence for understanding their mechanism.
Materials and Methods

CRC datasets
All of the CRC datasets were obtained from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) with the following criteria: (1) expression values should be detected through the Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 array; (2) survival information, including survival time and survival status were available online; (3) sample size was > 50. Consequently, two datasets (GSE38832 [23] and GSE29621 [24] ) were included in this study. Microarray processing and lncRNA screening Raw CEL files were downloaded and imported into R programming software through affy [25] Bioconductor package. Probe level expression normalization was conducted through rma function which resulted in log2-based normalized expression values. To screen lncRNA expression profiles, we mapped probesets to the NetAffx Annotation Files (HG-U 133 Plus2 Annotation) and only probesets with a RefSeq transcript ID or/and Ensembl gene ID were retained. LncRNAs were defined as those probesets with RefSeq ID annotated as "NR_" or Ensembl ID annotated as "lincRNA", "processed_transcripts", "non-coding" and "misc_RNA" with removal of probesets annotated as "pseudogenes", "rRNAs", "microRNAs" and other short RNAs.
Statistical analysis
To explore associations between lncRNA expression and CRC survival, univariate Cox regression analysis was firstly conducted using the survival package of R. LncRNAs with logrank test p-value < 0.05 were considered as significance. Multivariate Cox regression analysis was used for the identification of prognosis signature, which is the combination of expression values of significant lncRNAs weighted by their estimated regression coefficients. Samples were divided into two subgroups based on their risk scores obtained through the prognosis signature and Kaplan-Meier analysis was used for the comparison of two groups' survival event.
Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis was performed to evaluate the robustness of the prognosis signature.
Functional enrichment analysis
To explore potential functions of lncRNAs contained in the prognosis signature, we obtained their co-expressed mRNA genes through the training set (GSE38832) with the thresholds of p-value < 0.001 and spearman correlation coefficient > 0.2 or < -0.2. Significantly enriched functions of those mRNAs were obtained through the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID, https://david.ncifcrf.gov/) [26] . Only Gene Ontology (terms) and Kyoto Encyclopedia Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways with p-value < 0.05 were retained. Besides, associations among significant GO terms were explored and visualized through enrichmentMap plug-in [27] of Cytoscape software [28] .
Results
Microarray datasets
The workflow of this study was shown in Fig.  1 . Summary of clinicopathological characteristics of CRC patients in training and testing set was provided in Table 1 . Screening of lncRNA profiles resulted in a total of 2, 209 lncRNAs used for the prognosis signature identification. Kaplan Prognosis signature GSE38832 set was used as the training set for prognosis signature identification for its relative larger sample size (122 vs. 65). A total of 92 CRC patient samples were retained after filtering out samples with unavailable disease-free survival (DFS) information. Remaining samples were randomly divided into two subgroups with same sample size and univariate Cox regression analysis was performed to explore associations between lncRNA expression and CRC DFS in the two subgroups. Consequently, there were 69 and 261 lncRNAs that were significantly associated with CRC DFS in the two subgroups respectively. Besides, 6 lncRNAs, LINC01583, LINC00276, LUNAR1, DKFZp434J0226, SFTA1P and OGFOD3, were found to be significantly associated with CRC DFS in both of the two subgroups, which were used for the following multivariate Cox regression analysis. Multivariate Cox regression analysis was performed to obtain the estimated regression coefficients of the six lncRNAs for predicting CRC DFS based on their expression values in the 92 CRC patients and patients' DFS information. Finally, the prognosis signature was obtained and the risk score for specific sample could be calculated as follows: (Risk score) i = 0.1737*LINC01583 i + 0.9160*LINC00276 i + (-0.04728*LUNAR1 i ) + (-0.3086*DKFZp434J0226 i ) + 0.4456*SFTA1P i + (-2.742*OGFOD3 i ). 
Associations between risk score and CRC DFS in training set
Risk score for every sample in training set was calculated through the prognosis signature. Fig. 2A illustrated distribution of risk score. Through Fig. 2B , we inferred that risk score is negatively associated with sample's DFS, i.e. higher risk score could predict poorer prognosis (p-value = 0.0011). Fig. 2C showed the expression profile of the six lncRNAs in low risk samples and high risk samples.
Associations between risk score and CRC DFS in testing set
We calculated risk score for every sample in testing set based on the prognosis signature and divided samples into low risk and high risk group. Kaplan-Meier analysis indicated significant difference in DFS between the two sample groups (Fig. 3A , p-value = 0.0168). Besides, risk score increased with American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) stage development (Fig. 3B) , which should indicate reliability of the prognosis. ROC analysis yielded an area under curve (AUC) of 0.683 based on the cut-off of 36 months DFS (Fig. 3C) , suggesting the reliability of this prognosis signature in predicting the outcome of 3-year DFS of CRC.
Significantly enriched functions of the six significant lncRNAs
With the thresholds of p-value < 0.001 and spearman correlation coefficient > 0.2 or < -0.2, we totally obtained 501 mRNA genes that significantly co-expressed with the six significant lncRNAs. Functional enrichment analysis of the 501 mRNA genes demonstrated significant enrichment of cancer related pathways (Table 1) , such as pathways in cancer, MAPK signaling pathways. Furthermore, Fig. 4 illustrated associations among the significantly enriched GO terms. The most significant function group was protein binding related processes, what's more, cell activity regulation processes were also obtained.
Discussion
Due to high migration and invasion capacity, the 5-year survival rate of CRC patients is low. Accurate predictions of prognosis is of critical importance for personalized therapeutic regime for CRC patients. In this study, we identified a six lncRNA-based prognosis signature for CRC, which was porved to reliably predict CRC DFS in robustness evaluation.
LncRNAs are frequently found to be aberrantly expressed in cancers, yet only a few studies developed lncRNA-based prognosis signature [29, 30] . In this study, we constructed the prognosis signature for predicting CRC DFS based on the resulting risk score of every sample, whose lncRNA profiling data was obtained from previous published studies. Consequenly, high risk score was found to be closely associated with poorer CRC prognosis in both training set as well as testing set, which should indicate the robustness of our prognosis signature. In addition, risk score become higher when samples are with higher AJCC stage (Fig. 3B) . The AJCC staging system was developed by the American Joint Committee on Cancer which mainly used for describing cancer progression extent. AJCC stage was widely used for cancer survival prediction with higher AJCC stage indicates poorer survival [31] [32] [33] . Therefore, it can be inferred that AJCC stage is highly correlated with risk scores (Table 2) . The prognosis signature consists of six lncRNA expression values weighted by estimated regression coefficients. Expression of SFTA1P was positively associated with risk score (regression coefficient = 0.4456), which indicated that higher SFTA1P should predict poorer CRC prognosis. In lung cancer, SFTA1P was down-regulated, which could induce upregulation of hnRNP-U-GADD45A followed by promotion of apoptosis and increasing of cisplatin chemosensitivity [34] . Besides, Zhang et al. also found that SFTA1P could suppress lung adenocarcinoma cell migration and invasion [35] and similar functions were identified in gastric cancer [36] . That our study provide contradictory results may be due to the types of cancer in study, which warrants further studies to validate the rrole of SFTA1P in CRC. LUNAR1 (leukemia-associated non-coding IGF1R activator RNA 1), was found to have slight negative correlation with risk score (regression coefficient = -0.04728). Currently, the function of LUNAR1 has only been reported in leukemia, in which it promoted leukemia cell proliferation and predicts poor progosis [37] , and its roles in CRC progression requires indepth investigatios.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we identified a six lncRNA-based CRC prognosis signature for predicting DFS. The expressio pattern reliably separates CRC samples with poor prognosis from those with good prognosis. Functional analysis suggested significant enrichment of cancer related processes. This correlatio should be helpful for decision making for designing therapies for CRC patients. Although our study provide a list of promising candidates with prognostic value, further studies are still needed to confirm their functions in CRC to complement the lack of functional validation in this study.
